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The Reluctant Fundamentalist Is Now A Hero
- By Preeti Thandi

Toronto: Mira Nair describes the The Reluctant 

made since Salaam Bombay. “I am a bulldozer 
when I put my mind to a movie it’s usually 

she said speaking at a press conference at the 
Toronto International Film Festival (TIFF). 

An adaptation of Mohsin Hamid’s international 
bestseller, The Reluctant Fundamentalist fea-
tures Riz Ahmed, Kate Hudson, Liev Schreiber, 
Kiefer Sutherland, Shabana Azmi and Om Puri. 

-

val and was a Gala presentation at TIFF 2012. 
 Nair, who is a New Yorker, was directly af-

-
tion from the shocking acts of terrorism, rather 
her ‘Lahori’ roots urged her to bring the charac-
ters from that part of the world alive. “For me 

Fundamentalist came from visiting Pakistan 6 
years ago,” revealed Nair. “As a child born in 
India we don’t usually cross over to the other 
side. But my father was from Lahore so the mu-
sic, the culture, the poetry of what is now Paki-
stan is part of my blood.” Nair wanted to make 
a tale of contemporary Pakistan as most Indian 
directors of her generation know the partition 
but don’t necessarily know what Lahore is like 
now. “I also know what is seen and known of 
Pakistan from the western side which is rarely 
what it feels like being on the streets of Lahore 
today. So I wanted very much to make that kind 
of dialogue and reading the brilliant and elegant 

mind game of a book The Reluctant Fundamen-
talist about 6 months after I was in Lahore I just 
knew I had to do it,” she adds.

 

Even though Nair wanted to shoot in La -
hore only the exteriors of the city could be used 
because of problems in getting insurance but 
it’s very hard to tell that parts of Lahore were 

actually re-created in Delhi. Lahore is convinc-

Nair’s father.
 Riz Ahmed who superbly plays the lead in 

-
tors and someone he always wanted to work 
with. “I absolutely loved the novel as soon as I 
read it,” said Ahmed. “I was immediately fan-

and I wondered if it will ever get made so the 
combination of a book I love, a character I re-
ally fell in love with and Mira meant that I was 
desperate to be involved even before I’d seen 
the script.” Ahmed’s character, Changez Khan 
is a young professor who leaves his cushy job 
on Wall Street and returns to Pakistan. In the 

-
ican journalist in Lahore.
 Nair uses the book as a “springboard” and 
jokes that “a monologue of a Pakistani man 
talking to an American who doesn’t say a word 
was not going to sell any tickets.” Instead the 
catalyst for her was, “This notion that can a set-
tler become a native? Can an outsider ever be-
long?” 
 Kate Hudson who is a chic photographer 

-

that Mira was at the helm I felt that it was going 
to be extremely provocative and delicately wo-
ven. I just wanted to be part of her being able to 
tell that story.”
 Kiefer Sutherland’s character, Jim Cross 

Changez’s boss and managing director of a 
high end corporation. “To me Jim Cross is not 
a villain at all, for me he is the best of America, 
the largesse of America that I received,” admits 
Nair. “He is someone who post 9/11 hires the 

man with the wrong last name, the wrong skin 
color, with a beard or without a beard because 
he really respects Changez’s mind and senses 

where it might take him and that is the America 

 Sutherland who is keenly aware of the ca-

9/11 said, “The US has the unique ability to 
look at itself in a really positive way. No one 
was having this discussion that Mira was pro-

have unfortunately happened because of great 
misunderstandings whether they be religious, 

that.”
 Nair explains that The Reluctant Funda-
mentalist humanizes globalization through the 
journey of a young man. He is asking: What am 
I doing? Why am I here? Who am I serving? 
Not everyone has the privilege for holding a 
mirror up to themselves early in life. 
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